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Executive Summary

Concerns over consumers’ data privacy have increased in recent years, as evidenced by the passage of legislation such as the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), and the California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA). Yet how decisions around data privacy are made within technology companies largely remains unclear, even though these practices represent a significant lever by which privacy rights can be protected. While technology companies have faced public and regulatory pressure to protect data privacy rights, it is not fully clear how companies assess these privacy concerns as risks, or how they make decisions that integrate privacy concerns as business risks.

To better understand how technology companies assess and frame issues related to privacy as business risks, we leveraged Form 10-K documents, annual regulatory reports for investors that publicly traded companies must file with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Form 10-K documents offer a perspective into how tech companies view and frame various risks related to privacy, and serve as a starting point to understand how they integrate these risks into their decision-making in response to laws like the GDPR and CCPA.

We conducted a qualitative analysis of Form 10-K filings from nine technology companies: Microsoft, Salesforce, Facebook (now Meta), Google (now Alphabet), Apple, Amazon, Uber, Airbnb, and DoorDash. This report outlines five framings that companies use to make their privacy practices legible to investors as business risks:

1. **Regulatory risks:** Describing potential direct penalties and legal consequences the company might face, such as fines or government investigation.

2. **Reputational risks:** Describing how the company’s reputation among the public may be adversely affected if the company is found to have violated data privacy laws.

3. **Risks related to internal business practices:** Describing how the laws may affect the company’s existing business practices, such as making targeted advertising practices more costly.

---


2. We refer to the company as “Facebook” in most of this paper, as the documents we analyzed were published before the company was renamed as “Meta.”
4. Risks related to external stakeholders and ecosystems: Describing how the laws may increase costs or risks in their relationships with stakeholders outside of the company, such as additional data privacy auditing or training that the company has to do with vendors.

5. Cybersecurity risks: Describing new steps or reporting requirements that the company may need to conduct in relation to cybersecurity.

In analyzing how technology companies discuss privacy risks, we find the following main takeaways and implications:

• Companies disclose both direct ways (such as legal fines and penalties) and indirect ways (such as reputational harms) that their business may be affected by privacy and data protection legislation, suggesting that privacy legislation has a range of effects that extend beyond regulatory compliance.
• Form 10-K filings provide insight into companies’ practices related to privacy, including privacy legislation’s impact on companies’ business models and data collection practices.
• Researchers and designers might consider new interventions and designs that help investors and business decision-makers make more privacy-preserving decisions.
• Privacy advocates and practitioners could more effectively use the rhetorical framings of business risk when advocating for more privacy-preserving business practices.
• New forms of disclosures and transparency reporting may help address data privacy as a part of corporate governance.
Introduction

Technology consumers and users increasingly cite concerns about the privacy of their personal information when interacting with technology companies that create software or online products and services. In 2019, 81% of Americans felt that they had little or no control over the data that companies collect, according to a poll by Pew Research. Despite these widely shared concerns, media reports of violations of privacy by large or popular technology companies remain common.

Concerns over power exercised by large technology companies over the collection and use of personal data has led to the passage of legislation such as the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in 2016 and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) in 2018. However, it is still unclear to what extent these laws have changed or affected technology companies’ practices.

To better address problems of privacy related to large technology companies (whether through technical, social, or policy-based means), research is needed to understand how companies represent their decision-making and frame risks in response to existing privacy legislation. Financial motivations are a strong influence on technology companies’ actions. Thus, this paper investigates how companies represent risks related to privacy and data protection regulation to financial investors.

To accomplish this, we conducted a qualitative document analysis of nine major technology companies’ annual Form 10-K regulatory filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), an agency that regulates financial markets. The Form 10-K is a document required by law for publicly traded companies in the U.S. to inform potential and current investors, and includes disclosures about the company’s business practices, financial condition, and potential business risks.

---


We asked: How are privacy and data protection laws, specifically the GDPR and CCPA, represented as business risks in the Form 10-K risk disclosures of technology companies?

We found that companies disclose that privacy and data protection regulation could lead to both direct potential impacts (such as legal fines and penalties) and indirect impacts (such as reputational harms). In this paper, we outline five common framings that companies used to make the GDPR and CCPA legible to investors as business risks. We discuss how these findings can provide insight into issues related to corporate practice and governance, and can expand the possibilities for privacy research, design, practice, and policy.
Background

RESEARCH BACKGROUND

Much of the prior research on data privacy and privacy risk has focused on a user-centered perspective. Privacy scholars Gürses and Hoboken, however, argue that in addition to user perspectives on privacy, it is also important to understand the contexts and practices where technologies are produced. They argue that research “into [technology] production can help us better engage with new configurations of power that have implications for fundamental rights and freedoms, including privacy.” Their research uses case studies to illustrate how agile software development practices create new considerations for data privacy.

This paper extends this line of research by looking at companies’ communications with shareholders and investors as a practice where particular conceptions and definitions of privacy (and risks related to privacy) are shared and promoted.

COMPANIES’ FORM 10-K FILINGS WITH THE U.S. SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

We investigated companies’ Form 10-K, annual reports that are filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), a government agency that helps regulate financial markets against manipulation. Publicly traded companies are required to file truthful annual reports for current and potential investors (and regulators) to read. The SEC’s regulatory framework is based on mandatory disclosure to provide potential investors with information about a company’s practices.


The framework of disclosure for individual decision-making has been used in other domains in the U.S. beyond financial investing, such as providing privacy policies to users. We note that this type of disclosure framework has limitations; some privacy scholars have argued that disclosures may place too great a burden on consumers and may not do a good job of informing users. While there is debate about the efficacy of this framework, disclosure is presumed “to promote market efficiency and ensure a well-informed investing population,” according to lawyer Rebecca Rabinowitz.

Companies’ Form 10-Ks are filed annually and are publicly accessible via the SEC’s database. A Form 10-K must include 15 sections that disclose information including the company’s business practices, financial data, and potential business risks, among other details. Form 10-Ks are written by a company’s management (or in practice, by legal attorneys on their behalf), and the CEO and CFO must sign and certify the accuracy of the 10-K. The SEC reviews the 10-K to ensure compliance. The main audiences that read these documents include investors or potential investors, financial analysts, and finance media reporters.

We looked specifically at the section of the Form 10-K that discusses potential risks that companies face: 1A, Risk Factors. This section generally qualitatively describes the nature of the risk, but does not always include a description of how the company is addressing that risk. The concept of risk stems from recognizing inherent uncertainty about the future and the types of responses people can take in the present to address or manage that risk. In the business risk disclosure context, the definition of risk disclosure tends to be broad, informing the reader of “any opportunity or prospect, or of any hazard, danger, harm, threat or exposure, that has already impacted upon the company or may impact upon the company in the future.”

Prior research has investigated categories of risk disclosure, including: business risks, such as uncertainty about the demand for products and the price of production; financial risks, such as changes in market prices or uncertainty about credit obligations; operational risks (related to internal processes and people, or external events), such as the potential for technology failures

---

or fraud by management and employees; and legal and regulatory compliance risks, such as facing lawsuits or increased costs from new regulations.\(^\text{12}\)

The main purpose of Form 10-Ks is to ensure that companies disclose truthful information, rather than provide biased statements and perspectives as might be found in advertisements or press releases. In Form 10-Ks, companies must provide accurate information about events that have previously happened or that are currently happening, but they have some protection from legal liability when making forward-looking statements (including statements about future risks) due to uncertainty about the future. Some critics have voiced concerns that companies are allowed to disclose generic and extensive boilerplate text by listing all possible uncertainties, or present outright misleading forward-looking risk statements.\(^\text{13}\) Others’ research suggests that disclosure of risks, even if uncertain, nevertheless improves market efficiency.\(^\text{14}\)

While there is debate about the efficacy of risk disclosures, this paper focuses on the discourses and framings of risk factors, rather than their effects.

There are some guardrails against providing misleading and false information in Form 10-Ks. The SEC has the authority to bring enforcement actions against companies that submit misrepresentative or misleading statements, including those made in risk disclosures. In 2019, the SEC issued a $100 million penalty against Facebook for presenting misuse of user data as a hypothetical, instead of disclosing that they knew misuse had actually occurred when Cambridge Analytica misused user data.\(^\text{15}\) The SEC has also taken measures to try to improve the quality of information in the “Risk Factors” sections of the form, for example by adding amendments to make companies disclose “material” risks and provide summaries of risks when they go beyond a certain length. Investors may also bring lawsuits against a company for providing false or misleading statements.

---


Since the 1970s, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has been the main U.S. regulator to consider issues related to digital privacy, but in 2011, the SEC began to publish voluntary guidelines for companies to specifically discuss cybersecurity risks and incidents. The SEC's guidance suggested that companies had a duty to disclose information related to cybersecurity risks to potential investors. This guidance was updated in 2018, in part to emphasize the importance of companies having cybersecurity policies and procedures in place. While some scholars have questioned the effectiveness of these disclosures in improving companies' cybersecurity practices (in part due to the voluntary nature of the guidelines), researchers have found that companies have increased discussion of cybersecurity in their Form 10-Ks over time based on the presence and length of cybersecurity-related disclosures, and that companies increase their discussion of cybersecurity in Form 10-Ks after experiencing a cybersecurity incident or breach.

While prior research has analyzed cybersecurity discourses in SEC disclosures, comparatively little has focused specifically on privacy. One exception is Fathaigh et al.'s analysis, which used Form 10-Ks filed by mobile app companies between 2008-2017 to understand their data collection and use practices; the researchers found that these companies disclosed their compliance with privacy laws as part of their risk factors. They argued that “[c]onsidering the growing business and financial market implications of privacy governance and regulation, which the SEC has also recognized, we believe SEC disclosure analysis has become an important additional source of information for privacy research (and practice).” They also argued that SEC filings can provide evidence of the impact of the law on companies' business models and data practices, and that SEC filings “tend to reveal more information [. . .] than the information contained in a company’s privacy policy.” We utilize their approach of SEC disclosure analysis to specifically understand how the GDPR and CCPA are discussed.

---

22 Ibid.
GDPR AND CCPA

In this section, we provide a brief background of the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). The GDPR’s lineage starts with the 1995 Data Protection Directive, which aimed to provide personal data protections to individuals living in the EU. In 2012, the European Commission published the proposal that would evolve into the GDPR. The GDPR was ultimately passed in May 2016 and went into effect in May 2018. \(^{23}\)

The CCPA resulted from a ballot initiative that was negotiated into a legislative measure in the California State Legislature. The CCPA was passed into law in 2018. After undergoing several amendments, the law went into effect in 2020. That year, a separate ballot initiative, Proposition 24 or the California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA), passed in California, which amended and replaced the CCPA by establishing a California Privacy Protection Agency and increasing consumer rights of action. The CPRA went into effect in 2023. (However, since most of the documents we analyzed were published before the California Privacy Rights Act ballot initiative passed, few companies in our corpus discussed the CPRA.)

The GDPR and CCPA provide similar protections to consumers while having several key differences. \(^{24}\) The regulations are based upon similar definitions of personal data and information, mandate similar requirements for company data security, provide similar data portability and deletion rights, and invoke penalties against companies that violate them. The GDPR fines companies the higher of 20M Euros or 4% of worldwide company revenue, while the CCPA currently charges $2,500 to $7,500 per violation while offering companies a 30-day period to correct their mistakes to avoid being fined. \(^{25}\) The GDPR also allows for individuals to claim damages from companies following certain types of data breaches. The GDPR offers a broader array of rights to consumers than the CCPA, including the right to rectification (the right to have inaccurate data about you updated), and the right to object to automated decision-making. The GDPR is rooted in a human rights framework and applies to any company or entity that processes the personal data of E.U. residents. The CCPA is rooted in a consumer protection framework, and more narrowly applies to businesses that meet certain thresholds related to revenue or the number of California residents’ personal information they collect. Most large technology companies are subject to both laws as they operate in both the US and EU.

---


25 The newer CPRA removed this 30 day “cure” period.
Data and Methods

While companies across multiple industries are affected by privacy and data protection regulation because they handle personal data, we decided to focus on large technology companies that produce platforms for online collaboration, work, communication, and social activity. We aimed to purposively curate a sample of companies that would capture the breadth and diversity of this type of company, rather than attempt a complete accounting or a statistically representative sample of all technology companies.

We considered such factors as the age of the company, the main business model or source of revenue, and whether a company might have an outsized influence on best practices due to its high media visibility or regulatory scrutiny. After several discussions among the authors, we selected nine companies, which are described in Table 1.

Table 1. List of Companies Analyzed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Initial Public Offering Year</th>
<th>Main Revenue-Generating Product(s) or Service(s)</th>
<th>Years of Form 10-K Analyzed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Software and Services</td>
<td>2015–2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salesforce</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Software and Services</td>
<td>2015–2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook (now Meta)</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>2015–2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google (now Alphabet)</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>2015–2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Hardware Products and Services</td>
<td>2015–2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>eCommerce (Products and Services)</td>
<td>2015–2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uber</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Gig Economy Platform</td>
<td>2019–2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbnb</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Gig Economy Platform</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoorDash</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Gig Economy Platform</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The GDPR was passed in 2016 and went into effect in 2018; the CCPA was passed in 2018 and went into effect in 2020. We downloaded companies’ annual Form 10-Ks starting from 2015 (pre-dating the GDPR’s passage) until 2020, using the SEC’s public database. Because only publicly traded companies are required to file a Form 10-K, three companies with more recent initial public offerings — Uber, DoorDash, and Airbnb — had fewer years’ worth of filings.

26 Each company files its Form 10-K annually in a month based on their fiscal year calendar. We refer to companies’ Form 10-K based on the calendar year when they filed their documents.
In total, our corpus contains 40 Form 10-Ks from the nine companies from between 2015 and 2020. We formally analyzed the Risk Factors sections (Item 1A), and skimmed other sections of the documents (such as the Item 1, Business description), to contextualize our understanding of the risks. The Risk Factors sections from these combined Form 10-Ks represent 672 total pages. (A more detailed accounting of our analysis methods can be found in our research paper. 27)

When analyzing the discourse of the risks, we specially looked at the following qualities:

• **What is the risk factor(s) stated?** For instance, risks posed by reputational damage, government investigations, data breaches, evolving regulation, etc.

• **What stakeholders are mentioned?** For example, customers, users, regulators, employees, contractors, third-party developers, etc.

• **What circumstances surrounding the risk are mentioned?** This includes additional details about the context of the risk factor. For instance, companies might note decisions by courts or regulatory authorities, the introduction of new products, the company’s current data practices, types of data misuse by third parties, etc.

• **What are the stated impacts to the company based on this risk factor?** For example, facing fines and penalties, increased legal liability, brand or reputational damage, limited adoption or use of products, limited international growth, etc.

We note that our analysis is based on a limited sample of companies. While we purposively chose technology companies that we thought would provide breadth and diversity in their discussions of privacy, the GDPR, and the CCPA, it is possible that the inclusion of additional technology companies, or looking at filings from before 2015, would provide new conceptions of risk that we did not find.

---

Findings Part 1: When the GDPR and CCPA Emerged as Sources of Risks

We first explored when the GDPR and CCPA were specifically mentioned and discussed in the companies’ Form 10-Ks. Privacy and data protection laws and regulations were mentioned across all companies, across all years. However, the frequency of specific references to the GDPR and CCPA varied across companies and years. Figure 2 provides an overview of when each company mentioned the GDPR and CCPA in their respective 10-Ks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDPR Passed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDPR Takes Effect CCPA Passed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCPA Takes Effect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salesforce</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uber (starts in 2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbnb (starts in 2020)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doordash (starts in 2020)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: ○ generally mentions privacy laws ● mentions GDPR ● mentions CCPA

In 2015, no companies explicitly mentioned the GDPR and CCPA, as neither law had been adopted at that point. Facebook came closest to mentioning the GDPR, noting that there was an incoming “data protection regulation that is pending final approval by the European legislature that may include operational requirements for companies that receive or process personal data that are different than those currently in place in the European Union, and that will include significant penalties for non-compliance” (Facebook 2015).
On the whole, however, companies focused on describing various aspects of privacy, such as a general description that different jurisdictions have considered or are considering privacy laws. Some also mentioned the EU’s “right to be forgotten” directive, which required that companies delete data for specific customers in a timely manner once those customers request that they do so. Google noted that European Court rulings favoring the right to be forgotten permit customers “to demand that Google remove search results about them in certain instances, [and] may limit the content we can show to our users” (Google 2015). Salesforce mentioned the E.U. Data Protection Directive of 1995.

In 2016, with the passage of the GDPR, Facebook and Google began more explicitly describing the challenges posed by the GDPR. Facebook mentioned the GDPR in terms of decreased engagement or acceptance of terms of service, limiting its ad targeting, and being part of a suite of complex and evolving laws and regulations (both in the U.S. and internationally). Google indicated that the GDPR posed potential operational risks or legal risks.

In 2017, Microsoft joined Facebook and Google in explicitly mentioning the impact the GDPR could have on its operations. In doing so, the company noted that the law could “impede the adoption of our services or result in increased costs, legal claims, or fines against us.” That year, Google raised concerns about the GDPR in a section devoted to “complex and evolving U.S. and international laws and regulation regarding privacy and data protection.”

In 2018, the GDPR came into effect (meaning that it was now enforceable), while the CCPA was signed into law in California (though it would not come into effect for two more years). As a consequence, Google mentioned the CCPA as a new or existing regulation that could harm its business. That year, Google removed its reference to the GDPR in the risk factor block describing new or existing laws and regulations, but continued to reference it as an international law or regulation that served as a risk factor.

It is worth mentioning that, at this point in time, and across the remainder of years studied, the Form 10-Ks for Amazon and Apple carried no explicit references to either the GDPR and CCPA. This exclusion does not appear to result from a lower exposure to risks from international operations or reduced concerns over privacy and data protection. Rather, both companies referred to laws and regulations pertaining to privacy and data protection issues in the abstract, without mentioning specific acts or countries legislating them.

The year 2019 saw the beginning of additional mentions of the CCPA on the part of Microsoft, Salesforce, Facebook, Google, and Uber. Facebook began to devote an entire risk factor block
to discussing the GDPR and the CCPA; Salesforce would do the same in 2020. It was relatively common for companies to describe the risks posed by the CCPA in the same blocks in which they mentioned the GDPR, suggesting that these companies viewed the GDPR and CCPA similarly.

In 2020, the CCPA came into effect. Companies were largely consistent in terms of how they discussed the impacts of the GDPR and CCPA from the previous year. DoorDash, which had its IPO in 2020, mentioned the CCPA, but not the GDPR. This is likely because DoorDash did not operate in a significant fashion in Europe in 2020. The rest of the companies in the sample had operations in the E.U. (and other parts of the world), and their Form 10-Ks’ mentions of the GDPR indicate that they have commensurate responsibilities to follow international data privacy laws.
Findings Part 2: How Companies Frame Discussion of Risks Related to the GDPR and CCPA

In this section, we detail five areas where companies’ risk disclosures discussed privacy and data protection legislation: (1) regulatory risks, (2) reputational risks, (3) risks related to business practices, (4) risks related to external stakeholders, and (5) security risks. While these framings can overlap in practice, we discuss them separately for analytical clarity. We summarize these areas in Table 2, and expand on each framing below.

Table 2. Framings of Risks Posed by Privacy and Data Protection Regulation in Analyzed Documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framing</th>
<th>Key Concern(s)</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory Risks</td>
<td>What are the direct penalties and legal consequences we might face?</td>
<td>New fines or legal investigations may occur under the GDPR and CCPA that could present financial and legal risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputational Risks</td>
<td>How do the laws indirectly affect our reputation?</td>
<td>Being found in violation of a privacy or data protection law brings new public relations risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks Related to Internal Business Practices</td>
<td>How do the laws affect how we conduct our business practices and develop our products?</td>
<td>The laws make it more costly to use certain business models (such as generating revenue from targeted advertising), creating financial risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks Related to External Stakeholders and Ecosystems</td>
<td>How do the laws affect relationships with stakeholders outside of our company?</td>
<td>The laws impose new obligations on enterprise clients, creating new legal liabilities for our company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cybersecurity Risks</td>
<td>How do the laws affect our cybersecurity practices?</td>
<td>Introduction of new data breach reporting requirements may increase the costs of responding to a data breach.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FRAMING 1: DIRECT REGULATORY RISKS**

Companies frequently framed privacy regulation as a potential source of direct regulatory risks, highlighting the immediate legal penalties and fines that companies could face if found to be in violation of the law. Even before the enactment of the GDPR, companies cited other laws and regulations related to privacy and data protection, including the California Online Privacy Protection Act, the E.U. Data Protection Directive (the precursor to the GDPR), the E.U. ePrivacy...
Directive, credit card processing laws, and the U.S. Federal Trade Commission’s power to investigate certain privacy-related incidents.

After the passage and enactment of the GDPR and CCPA, most companies updated their existing risk factor statements related to regulatory risks to include explicit mention of the GDPR and CCPA. These framings of regulatory risk emphasized the potential costs and penalties that could result from violating these laws, including regulatory fines, increased claims and suits, and the potential for further subsequent government investigations.

Some companies also added new risk factors specifically about the GDPR and CCPA, suggesting that they were viewed as significant enough to emphasize for investors. In 2019, Facebook and Google both dedicated a new risk factor block to privacy and data protection laws, and Facebook and Salesforce additionally dedicated a new risk factor block specifically to the GDPR and CCPA.

Furthermore, companies chose to emphasize specific penalties from the GDPR or CCPA. DoorDash, Google, Microsoft, and Uber explicitly mentioned the financial penalties companies can face from regulators if found in violation of the GDPR (20 million Euros or 4% of total worldwide annual revenue, whichever is greater) or the CCPA (up to $7,500 per violation). Interestingly, Airbnb, Salesforce, and Uber also identified the CCPA’s private right of action and statutory damages following a data breach. Unlike in the GDPR, the CCPA’s private right of action allows individual consumers to pursue damages against companies ranging from $100–$750 after certain types of data breaches and incidents. Depending on the number of people affected by a data breach, the costs of damages under the CCPA could theoretically end up being greater than the GDPR’s financial penalties. Hence, companies saw different regulatory mechanisms — monetary fines by a regulatory agency, in the case of the GDPR, versus private lawsuits from individuals in the CCPA — as posing different financial risks for companies and their investors, and chose to outline them explicitly in their risk disclosures.

**FRAMING 2: REPUTATIONAL RISKS**

Companies were also sensitive to how privacy and data protection regulations could increase potential damage to their public reputations. In contrast to individual user complaints about violations of privacy, privacy legislation allows for a more collective shared conception of privacy

---

to come into play: if a company is found to have violated a privacy or data protection law, then that legal violation could affect a company’s reputation among a broader public.

Some companies considered how legislation could lead to shared conceptions of privacy violations prior to the enactment of the GDPR and CCPA. In 2015, Facebook noted how U.S. and foreign laws and regulations related to privacy and data protection could result in “negative publicity.” In later years, Facebook updated this risk factor to specifically note that the GDPR and CCPA were among the laws they were concerned about.

Other companies, however, added new discussions about reputational and brand risk to their Form 10-Ks after the GDPR came into effect. Microsoft, Google, Facebook and Salesforce all added new language discussing how violating the GDPR specifically could create reputational risks. For instance, in 2018, Google wrote:

“If our operations are found to be in violation of the GDPR’s requirements, we may […] be subject to significant civil penalties, business disruption, and reputational harm, any of which could have a material adverse effect on our business.” (Google 2018, emphasis added)

By 2020, these same four companies began to mention the CCPA alongside the GDPR. These framings of reputational risk under the GDPR and CCPA stemmed from the potential negative publicity that could result from the broad shared public attention of being investigated or being found in violation of the law, rather than from violating individual users’ expectations or perceptions of privacy.

Interestingly, companies were also sensitive to how perceived violations of privacy could increase their business risk, often using language such as “actual or perceived” with regards to security and privacy breaches. DoorDash noted that privacy and security incidents even among competitors could affect its reputation, as such events would damage the “public perception” of the industry as a whole:

“[A]ny negative publicity, whether such incident occurred on our platform or on our competitors’ platforms, could adversely affect our reputation and brand or public perception of our industry as a whole, which could negatively affect demand for platforms like ours, and potentially lead to increased regulatory or litigation exposure.” (DoorDash, 2020)

Privacy legislation is thus framed as introducing reputational risks in multiple ways, including more direct risks if a company is found in violation of a law, and indirect risks, resulting from shifting public perceptions about a company or the technology industry more broadly.
FRAMING 3: RISKS RELATED TO INTERNAL BUSINESS PRACTICES

In their Form 10-K filings, the companies described how privacy regulation increased risk related to their internal business practices, such as by requiring new data transfer procedures that increased costs and potential liability, reducing the efficacy of their existing practices, or increasing risks associated with new product lines that could expose companies to greater scrutiny around privacy.

Five companies (Airbnb, Facebook, Google, Microsoft, and Salesforce) noted potential challenges to their business practice of cross-border data transfers. The EU-US Privacy Shield governed the transfer of personal data from the E.U. to the U.S., but faced a series of legal challenges and was invalidated in 2020 by the E.U. Court of Justice, which broadly found that its data transfer mechanisms did not provide E.U. citizens with a high enough level of protection, based on the GDPR. This suggests that the Court’s decision increased business costs and potential liability risks for the many companies that transfer personal data between countries.

Companies also described how privacy legislation had a direct effect on their existing business practices. Companies that relied on advertising reported in particular how the GDPR and CCPA, among other regulations, impacted their ability to track and target users and thereby had a direct impact on revenue. Facebook, which also reported in their Form 10-K that 97% of their fourth quarter 2020 revenue came from advertising, explicitly described how the GDPR and CCPA, among other regulations, impacted its ability to track and target users and had a direct impact on its revenue:

“Our advertising revenue is dependent on targeting and measurement tools that incorporate these [user activity data] signals, and any changes in our ability to use such signals will adversely affect our business. For example, legislative and regulatory developments, such as the GDPR, ePrivacy Directive, and CCPA, have impacted, and we expect will continue to impact, our ability to use such signals in our ad products. [. . .] These developments have limited our ability to target and measure the effectiveness of ads on our platform, and negatively impacted our advertising revenue.” (Facebook 2020, emphasis added)

Google and Facebook also both noted how new privacy-enhancing technologies like ad blockers presented financial risk by negatively affecting their advertising revenue.
Companies that use advertising to grow their user base described effects and risks from privacy legislation. Airbnb described that their long-term growth strategy in part involved practices to “invest in growing the size and quality of our host community” and to “grow and engage our guest community” (Airbnb 2020); DoorDash described their goals to increase their consumer reach, which included paid marketing campaigns. However, Airbnb went on to describe how the GDPR could make it more difficult to market to potential new platform users and achieve this growth:

“The GDPR also imposes conditions on obtaining valid consent [. . .]. Widespread adoption of regulations that significantly restrict our ability to use performance marketing technology could adversely affect our ability to market effectively to current and prospective hosts and guests, and thus materially adversely affect our business [. . .].” (Airbnb 2020)

In contrast, companies for whom enterprise clients formed a large part of their business described how privacy legislation could increase the costs of educating customers on new laws and regulations. For example, Salesforce noted the potential risk of increased costs of “education regarding privacy and data protection laws and regulations” (Salesforce 2015) during the sales process.

More broadly, companies described how privacy legislation and privacy concerns could create new risks to consider in the development of new data-intensive products. In 2015, Google and Microsoft noted how their increased number of web- and cloud-based offerings meant that more personal data was being collected, leading to greater potential for privacy and data protection breaches, which could in turn lead to legal liability or reputational harm. In following years, Microsoft and Salesforce included a new risk factor discussing ethical risks related to their development and deployment of artificial intelligence (AI) systems, including privacy:

“We are building AI into many of our offerings and we expect this element of our business to grow. [. . .] If we enable or offer AI solutions that are controversial because of their impact on human rights, privacy, employment, or other social issues, we may experience brand or reputational harm.” (Microsoft 2018, emphasis added)

Overall, we find that this rhetorical framing helps us understand how companies with different business models — such as generating advertising revenue, versus trying to grow a user or subscriber base, or sell to enterprise clients — were affected in different ways by the privacy legislation.
FRAMING 4: RISKS RELATED TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS AND ECOSYSTEMS

Companies also discussed how privacy legislation such as the GDPR and CCPA might present risks to existing relationships with external stakeholders, including users, enterprise clients, contractors, or third-party developers. Different companies related the legislation to different ecosystems of stakeholders with which they interact.

Several companies described **business risks stemming from their own users’ actions to exercise their privacy rights**. Airbnb noted that the effectiveness of its digital marketing could be negatively affected if users decided not to accept “cookies,” small files used for tracking online behavior. Facebook specifically described how the GDPR had led to greater numbers of users opting out of some forms of advertising:

“We rely on data signals from user activity on websites and services that we do not control in order to deliver relevant and effective ads to our users. [. . .] In particular, we have seen an increasing number of users opt out of certain types of ad targeting in Europe following adoption of the GDPR, and we have introduced product changes that limit data signal use for certain users in California following adoption of the CCPA.” (Facebook 2020, emphasis added).

Facebook noted that these opt-outs negatively impacted its ability to target and measure advertisements and “negatively impacted our advertising revenue” (Facebook 2020). In this framing, users exercising their data protection rights under the GDPR were framed as a business risk to Facebook, as their actions resulted in reduced advertising revenue.

Other companies face **risks and challenges stemming from the practices of their enterprise clients**. Salesforce described new risks emerging from enterprise clients (described as “customers”) in a GDPR and CCPA context:

“Although we [. . .] have invested in addressing these developments, such as GDPR and CCPA readiness, these laws may require us to make additional changes to our services to enable Salesforce or our customers to meet the new legal requirements, and may also increase our potential liability exposure through higher potential penalties for non-compliance. [. . .] These and other requirements could [. . .] impact our ability or our customers’ ability to offer our services in certain locations, to deploy our solutions, to reach current and prospective customers, or to derive insights from customer data globally.” (Salesforce, 2019, emphasis added)
Salesforce noted that the responsibility of complying with GDPR and CCPA rules extended to its enterprise customers. This could indirectly increase Salesforce’s exposure to legal liability, and also limited how Salesforce was able to use data originally collected by enterprise customers.

Companies also noted risks stemming from other platforms’ efforts to address privacy, highlighting the interconnectedness and reliance that major technology companies have on other companies’ platforms and services. Facebook discussed how its advertising revenue depended in part on services not controlled by the company, such as Apple’s and Google’s mobile operating systems and browsers. In particular, these companies had made privacy-related changes that made it more difficult to track and advertise to users.

“[M]obile operating system and browser providers, such as Apple and Google, have announced product changes as well as future plans to limit the ability of application developers to collect and use these signals to target and measure advertising.” (Facebook 2020)

Similarly, other companies that greatly relied on mobile apps — including Airbnb, Facebook, DoorDash and Uber — noted how privacy-preserving data policy changes in Apple’s or Google’s mobile operating systems and browsers could present potential business risks.

Some companies, particularly gig economy companies Airbnb, DoorDash, and Uber, also described privacy tradeoffs among different groups of users, such as drivers and riders, or hosts and guests. These companies act as custodians of the privacy interests of different groups on their platform, making decisions that can result in trade-offs between them. For instance, Airbnb was explicit about the privacy risks that can result from interactions related to hosts and guests. They described the use of screening procedures such as background checks to reduce risks of privacy violations by Airbnb hosts, which included, for example, the use of “undisclosed hidden cameras” at properties used by hosts to watch guests. However, they noted that “the evolving regulatory landscape . . . in the data privacy space” (Airbnb 2020) may make it more difficult to perform such screening.

Similarly, DoorDash described its reliance on third-party providers that provided background checks on its drivers as a safety mechanism for customers and merchants on the platform, but noted how the extent of background checks differentially increased risks for different sets of stakeholders. On one hand, “less thorough” checks may result in facing “negative publicity or becom[ing] subject to litigation” in the future, especially if people misuse the platform (DoorDash 2020). On the other hand, DoorDash expressed awareness that more thorough checks
could generate pushback from deliverers, who may find such checks overly invasive of their privacy. Furthermore, they described how third parties conducting background checks may themselves be subject to privacy violations or data security breaches.

Airbnb’s and DoorDash’s discussions of privacy concerns as they relate to the different groups their platforms serve reflect the complex ways that privacy concerns affect companies. The actions to protect the safety and privacy of one group (such as customers or riders) may potentially increase the risks of privacy violations for another group (such as drivers or hosts subject to background checks). Their discussion underlines tensions in the custodial role these companies perform in balancing the privacy interests of different sets of users, and how evolving privacy legislation may make it easier or harder to address the needs of these different groups.

**FRAMING 5: CYBERSECURITY RISKS**

Companies disclosed cybersecurity risks in 10-K filings before the enactment of the GDPR and CCPA, due to prior SEC guidelines recommending that companies include risk disclosures about cybersecurity. While the GDPR and CCPA focus on data protection and privacy, they have provisions related to cybersecurity, including: new obligations to protect the security of data, requirements to report data breaches to regulatory authorities, and, in some cases, payments to consumers affected by the data breaches. We found that companies added mentions of the GDPR and CCPA to their existing risk disclosures about cybersecurity.

Primarily, companies described that the laws created new requirements for companies to follow in the event of a security breach. Other companies used their Form 10-Ks to disclose security breaches they had experienced, following the guidelines set forth by the SEC about cybersecurity disclosures. For example Facebook disclosed that it was under investigation by the Irish Data Protection Commission, the authority in Ireland in charge of enforcing the GDPR, in the aftermath of a cyberattack in September 2018 (Facebook 2018).

While the GDPR and CCPA are commonly discussed in terms of data protection and privacy, they also emerge in companies’ discussion of security, particularly because of the laws’ provisions related to data breaches.

---

What Can We Learn about Privacy from SEC Filings?

Several insights emerged from analyzing technology companies’ Form 10-Ks. Notably, the types of risks discussed in these documents focused on potential harms that a company might face, rather than the types of risks that might lead to a violation of privacy. Our analysis of how privacy legislation is framed as business risks reveals the complex accounting that takes place within companies.

PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION LAWS POSE INDIRECT RISKS, BEYOND DIRECT REGULATORY RISKS

We found that privacy legislation and regulation affect technology companies in multi-faceted ways. Prior research studied how companies have complied with the GDPR and CCPA. While these are useful evaluations, they focus on the direct effects of regulation.

Analyzing Form 10-Ks shows how companies frame the effects and risks from privacy legislation as going beyond direct regulatory effects, such as fines and penalties. Such laws also indirectly affect companies, for instance by introducing reputational risks. By setting a public legal standard of privacy against which firms can be measured, such laws create new opportunities for negative media coverage and for public opinion to shift on companies’ privacy and data protection behaviors. This may create new incentives for companies to act in privacy-preserving ways, as companies may also be wary of news headlines that state that they have broken the law or violated consumers’ privacy.

Other companies described how the GDPR and CCPA create risks specific to their own operations and business models. For instance, Salesforce noted that the laws created additional obligations to educate their enterprise clients, and DoorDash and Airbnb noted how privacy legislation may make it difficult for them to rely on targeted advertising to grow their user base.

---

Privacy and data protection laws are thus framed in somewhat contradictory ways by companies. At some points, violating user privacy is framed as potentially harmful to companies due to the consequences they may face, particularly in the regulatory, reputational, and cybersecurity risk framings. However, at other points, providing users with increased privacy is framed as potentially harmful to the companies due to increased costs or decreased revenue resulting from changing their business practices, particularly in the internal business practices and external stakeholders risk framings. These tensions reflect corporate decision-making weighing different tradeoffs and costs related to privacy. Rather than framing privacy as something that is “good for the user,” this discourse depicts privacy as a more complicated business decision that presents multiple types of business risks.

PROVIDING INSIGHT INTO COMPANY PRACTICES RELATED TO PRIVACY

While the “Risk Factors” sections of companies’ annual reports contain forward-looking statements that describe things that could happen, they also contain statements of fact that help shed light on actual company practices and provide contextual information about their privacy practices. This builds on Fathaigh et al.’s insight that “SEC filings can provide evidence of specific impact on a company’s business model and data collection practices.”

Some risk factors also provide factual disclosures. For instance, Facebook noted specific practices that it changed in response to the GDPR, including changing its consent process in Europe or its inability to use certain tracking signals. Several companies also disclosed regulatory investigations they faced and breaches of privacy or security that occurred.

The risk factor disclosures also help provide contextual information that suggests why companies are sensitive to different concepts of privacy or why they instill or prioritize some protections over others. For instance, Google and Facebook noted in their Form 10-Ks that 80% of their 2020 revenue — and 97% of their fourth-quarter 2020 revenue — came from advertising. This helps contextualize the magnitude of business risks they faced when privacy tools like ad blockers and privacy legislation made their tracking and advertising practices more difficult. Furthermore, Facebook reported facing negative impacts on their advertising revenue after the passage of the GDPR, which suggested that the GDPR’s efforts have been successful in making it more difficult for companies to utilize targeted advertising. It also suggests that

legislation that prioritizes online behavioral tracking as a dominant privacy issue will have a greater effect on these particular companies.

Gig economy companies like Airbnb, DoorDash, and Uber provide contextual information that suggests they are sensitive to the intersection of physical security and privacy of different types of users on their platforms. For instance, the use of background checks on Airbnb hosts and DoorDash drivers/dashers potentially poses risks of privacy violations of those platform users, even as they are intended to assure guests or customers of their physical safety. In these instances, the promotion of privacy or safety for one group of stakeholders can impose privacy or safety costs on another group of stakeholders.

The factual information provided in Form 10-K Risk Factors can help researchers better understand some of the motivations behind companies’ actions, and provides some evidence of how privacy and data protection legislation is affecting companies’ practices.

HIGHLIGHTING THE INTERCONNECTEDNESS AMONG TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES AND PLATFORMS

Our analysis highlights dependencies between technology companies and how their business models may come into conflict. Airbnb, DoorDash, Facebook, and Uber noted how they are dependent on Apple and Google’s mobile operating systems and platforms for their mobile applications. In particular, Apple’s publicized privacy-related changes to iOS in 2021 that allowed users to opt out of targeted advertising from apps were noted by these other companies as a business risk, since those changes made it harder to track or advertise to users. Further contextualizing these efforts, Airbnb and DoorDash both noted that their growth strategy included gaining more consumer reach through advertisements. Thus privacy-enhancing actions taken by one company or platform can present business risks to another company.

This perspective helps highlight the interconnectedness of platforms, and suggests that researchers might also consider addressing privacy at a platform or multi-platform level, rather than at an individual user level. Changing privacy procedures or policies at a platform level can have outsized effects by also affecting other companies that rely on that platform. Likewise, a privacy-insensitive decision by a platform may create new risks to other services and companies that rely on it.

See https://www.vox.com/recode/22404323/ios-14-app-tracking-transparency-opt-out
Implications

We consider implications for multiple audiences:

**IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCHERS AND DESIGNERS**

First, we suggest that efforts to change privacy outcomes must engage in thinking about privacy through a broader set of lenses beyond individual users. Much of technology research focuses on privacy as a problem of user-centered design and individuals’ decision-making.\(^3^3\) Our analysis of how companies publicly frame business risks to (financial) stakeholders suggests that privacy is framed as more than a user-centered issue, but is also framed in terms such as regulatory compliance, public relations and reputation, or its effects on business models. By understanding how companies frame and represent business risks, researchers can consider a range of technical, social, or policy interventions that might work within companies’ governance systems.

Second, studying discourses and practices related to financial investment in technology companies provides new insights into the practices of technology production. For instance, major large institutional investors have made statements that they will make investment decisions in part based on companies’ environmental sustainability practices, potentially shifting corporate sustainability practices.\(^3^4\) What might it take for institutional investors to view issues related to privacy and other digital harms as important enough to consider as they make investment decisions?\(^3^5\) How do these investment and business decisions result in changes in the technical design and user experiences of digital platforms?

Third, this research suggests opportunities for interaction designers to design for a new audience: investors and other stakeholders involved in financial investment processes. Most prior research on interaction design and privacy focuses on designing to help empower

---


users and consumers to improve their privacy or make more informed choices about their privacy. With this new lens, interaction designers might consider, for example, what the design space might look like for creating tools or visualizations to encourage institutional investment firms to consider issues of data privacy when making investment decisions. Designing to create change at an investor level may help influence the privacy implications of technology platforms at a broader scale than designing for individual users.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR PRIVACY ADVOCATES AND PRACTITIONERS**

First, understanding how privacy is translated into business risks can help provide discursive communication and framing tactics for privacy practitioners. An understanding of how companies consider privacy laws as business risks allows practitioners to better propose and advocate for privacy reform in ways that are legible and actionable for companies. A user-centered or human-centered argument to advance privacy interests may not convince a corporate decision-maker. Prior research has shown how technology workers, such as user experience professionals, make use of rhetorical strategies to convince decision-makers to make alternate design decisions, including reframing user-centered arguments in terms of a business case. Given the power of such business-oriented narratives in the technology industry, we propose that privacy advocates and practitioners might explore tactically utilizing business risk language that aligns with investor disclosure discourses. For instance, when talking to a decision-maker, taking steps to address privacy might be usefully framed as “a way to avoid regulatory and reputational risks,” rather than as being “good for the user.”

Second, this analysis helps us consider how data privacy may be addressed as a part of good corporate governance. Multiple theories exist about what corporate governance models should be adopted by companies, and how decisions should be made and in whose interest. In the United States, shareholder models of corporate governance have been

---


dominant since Friedman’s 1970 argument that the “social responsibilities” of businesses are to create profits for shareholders. However, alternatives, such as the “stakeholder model,” posit that companies have social responsibilities to a broader set of actors, such as employees, suppliers, customers, and governments. As more companies recognize stakeholder models of governance, there may be opportunities to consider how different stakeholders’ viewpoints of privacy might be in tension or agreement with one another, such as how users’ pursuit of privacy protections that reduce ad revenue may pose business risks for investors.

Third, drawing attention to the discourses and practices of investment suggests new ways to shape institutions’ data privacy practices through disclosures and transparency reporting. Investment practices have been seen as potential sites of action to create ethics- and values-oriented change, such as practices of activist shareholding, where investors use their stake in a company to try to shape management’s decisions. Shareholder activism has been successful in shaping how companies disclose climate change risks and in shifting Apple’s and Microsoft’s practices regarding the right to repair. In addition to trying to directly affect a company’s privacy practices (whether through design changes or through organizational compliance processes), privacy advocates might look to intervene by working with existing activist shareholder groups or proxy advisory firms, or by working to convince large institutional shareholders to reconsider how they evaluate privacy-related risks in the companies they invest in. U.S. financial securities regulation has previously been used to promote human rights, with changes to laws enacted in 2010 that imposed requirements on companies to disclose their supply chain connections with conflict minerals. Privacy advocates may consider using financial securities regulation as a lever to promote digital human rights within companies, including privacy.

Most stocks of major U.S. corporations are not owned by individual “retail” investors, but rather by large institutional investors (companies and organizations such as hedge funds or

44 E.g., https://theactivistinvestor.com/The_Activist_Investor/Proxy_Advisors.html.
endowments). As of 2019, institutional investors owned 80% of stock in the Standard and Poor’s (S&P) 500 index. A growing number of institutional investors have expressed interest in investing in companies that meet particular social or ethical standards, often through the concepts of “environmental, social, and governance” (ESG) or “corporate social responsibility” (CSR). While much ESG and CSR interest originates in sustainability, ESG and CSR monitoring organizations have begun to analyze companies’ actions related to human rights and digital harms, including data privacy and security.

Companies can communicate information about their practices and outlook with current and potential investors (and other stakeholders) through a variety of means, including disclosure documents and reports. These include annual shareholder reports, financial documents and balance sheets, human rights transparency reports, ESG reports, and regulatory filings. Some documents, like transparency reports and ESG reports, are voluntary, and the forms of information shared varies widely across companies, though there have been attempts to standardize or evaluate the types of information disclosed.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICYMAKERS**

Our research has a range of implications for policymakers. First, **securities regulation may provide a way to force companies to disclose more about their digital human rights practices, including privacy.** Currently, companies’ disclosures about practices such as privacy, data governance, and cybersecurity are largely voluntary. Securities and regulation or SEC guidance may provide opportunities to require or encourage companies to make more concrete disclosures about the data privacy practices in their Form 10-K disclosures. The 2010 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act created new human rights requirements for publicly traded companies to disclose if their products use conflict materials, such as sourcing materials from the Democratic Republic of Congo. The SEC has already

---


provided voluntary guidance to companies to disclose their cybersecurity policies and procedures;\textsuperscript{51} such guidance could be updated to also include policies and procedures related to data privacy.

Second, our analysis suggests that \textbf{policymakers should consider the indirect ways that law and regulation can influence corporate behavior.} One of the surprising things we found is that companies’ discussion of business risks mentioned the GDPR and CCPA in ways beyond regulatory risk. The laws \textit{indirectly} influence companies’ behaviors, as well. Lawrence Lessig’s discussion of code as law notes how the law can indirectly regulate behaviors — by shaping social norms, markets, and technology design, which in turn affect behaviors.\textsuperscript{52} Companies’ discussion of reputational risks related to privacy suggest that the GDPR and CCPA promote new social norms about the importance of privacy. Facebook’s and Google’s discussion of their advertising practices becoming less effective due to the laws, leading to lower revenue, suggest that the GDPR and CCPA affect the economic tradeoffs and make online behavioral advertising more costly (or less effective). We suggest that future lawmakers and policymakers consider the potential for these indirect effects to shape corporate behavior when crafting new data privacy regulations, particularly how these regulations might create social norms or market conditions to help shift companies’ behaviors.


Conclusion

Decision-makers at large technology companies have an outsized impact on how privacy is designed and protected on major platforms and services. At for-profit entities, how privacy concerns are regarded as business risks provide a fundamental driving force for how privacy-related decisions are made.

In our analysis of major technology companies, we found five ways that companies make privacy legislation such as the GDPR and CCPA legible to investors as risks: direct regulatory risks, reputational risks, risks related to internal business practices, risks related to external stakeholders and ecosystems, and cybersecurity risks. This analysis leads us to consider a range of questions for future research:

• Do these framings of the GDPR and CCPA as business risks extend to companies in other sectors that handle consumer data (such as vehicle manufacturers, hotels and airlines, or retail companies)?
• Have the framings changed since the introduction of the California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA)?
• How might other sections in the Form 10-K provide useful information or datasets to understand technology companies’ data practices?
• How do other types of digital human rights and technology ethics issues get framed and discussed as business risks in a Form 10-K, such as issues around responsible innovation or AI harms?

For privacy practitioners and advocates, this paper illustrates how such efforts can be framed or designed in a way that maps to business risks for technology companies, and hence play a larger role in shaping decision-making. This provides an important lever alongside other key approaches (such as law, activism, and designing better user experiences of privacy) to address and protect data privacy.
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